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ABSTRACT
Khikmatun Hasanah (2019): An Anelysis of Gr*mmatical end Lexicrl
Cohesion of Reading Texts of the Twelfth
Grade of Senior High School 2013 Curriculum
of English Textbook Published by National
Education Department.
Reading text is a definite as the cognitive process of understanding a
written linguistic message. To be regarded as a good reading text, the language
used in the textbook must be held together cohesively so, it is easy for reader or
hearer to understand tle text. This study investigates the kinds of grammatical and
lexical cohesion that appears in the reading text of twelfth Senior High School.
The objective of this study is to find out the dominant qpe of grammatical and
lexical cohesion in the reading texts. This research is designed as a qualitative
research because the data that the researcher attempted to observe was finding
$ammatical and lexical cohesion in reading text and using describtion in
collected t}re data. The data were collected from reading texts of twetfth Grade of
Senior High School Curriculum 2013 English Textbook Published by National
Education Departrnent. Writter administered two steps before analyzing the text,
such as selecting the English book and selecting the reading text. The result ofthis
study shows that the four forms of grammatical cohesion and two forms of lexical
cohesion appear in the text. They are reference (48.63%), substitution (7.07%),
ellipsis (10.70%), and conjuncti on (19.28%). The two forms of lexical cohesion
were reiteration (8.13%) and collocation (6.19%). However, the most dominant
cohesion used in the text is grammatical cohesion. This was the highest number
wich percentage of 85.68%o.
Key words: Grammatical cohesion, reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction,
Lexical cohesion, re iteration, collocation
ABSTRAK
Khikmetun Hasanah (2019): Suatu Analisis Kohesi Gnmatikal dan Leksikal
Teks Bacaan Kelas Dua Belas SMA Kurikulum
2013 Buku Teks Bahasa Inggris yang
Diterbitken oleh Departemen Pendidikan
Nasional.
r
Membaca teks adalah pasti sebagai proses kognitif memahami pesan
linguistik tertulis. Untuk dianggap sebagai teks bacaan yang baik, bahasa yang
digunakan dalam buku teks harus disatukan secara terpadu sehingg4 pembaca
atau pendengar mudah unnrk memahami teks. Penelitian ini menyelidiki jenis
kohesi tata bahasa dan leksikal yang muncul dalam teks bacaan SMA Kedua
belas. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui jenis kohesi tata bahasa
dan leksikal yang dominan dalam teks bacaan. Penelitian ini dirancang sebagai
penelitian kualitatif karena data yang peneliti coba amati adalah menemukan
kohesi tata bahasa dan leksikal dalam membaca teks dan menggunakan persentase
dalam mengumpulkan data. Data dikumpulkan dari teks bacaan Kelas XII
Knrikulum 2013 yang diterbitkan oleh Departemen Pendidikan Nasional. Penulis
melakukan dua langkah sebelum menganalisis teks, seperti memilih buku bahasa
Inggris dan memilih teks bacaan. Hasil penelitian ini menwrjukkan bahwa empat
bentuk kohesi gramatikal dan dua bentuk kohesi leksikal muncul dalam teks.
Mereka adalah referensi (48,610/0), substitusi (7,07%), ellipsis (10,70%), dan
konjrrngsi (19,28o/o). Dua bentuk kohesi leksikal mereka adalah pengulangan
(5,13%) dan kolokasi (6,190/o). Namuq kohesi yang paling dominan digunakan
dalam teks adalah kohesi gramatikal. Ini adalah angka tertinggi dalarn persentase
85,68%.
Katd kunci: Kohesi gramatikol, referensi, substiusi, elipsis, konjungsi, Kohest
I el<s ikal, pe ngulangan, la lokas i
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1.1 Background of the Reseerch
Language is system communication used by people to communicate with
others. Language cannot be separated in our daily life. By language, we can
interact each other and express anything because language is a system of
communication that enables humans to exchange verbal or symbolic utterance. As
stated by Madayani (2014:3),language is a signaling system which opemtes with
symbolic vocal and soun{ which is used by a group of people for the purpose of
communicatlon.
Related to the function of Language above, people cannot be separated
from language. It is important for us to leam about linguistics that make us easier
to use and understand the language. Chojimah (2015:1) Linguistics is the study of
language covering lexical, syntactical, and discourse levels. Linguistics is divided
into two, Micro linguistics and Macro linguistics. Micro linguistics includes of
Phonology, Morphology, Syntax, and Semantics, while Macro linguistics includes
of Discourse analysis and Pragmatics.
In discourse, the data can be included written and spoken text. Brown and
Yule (1996:24) state that discourse is language beyond the sentence, and the
analysis of discourse is typically concemed with the study of language in text and
conversation. In this study, the researcher focuses on discourse analysis' One of
the purposes of discourse analysis is to observe the discourse entity' not only
analyze one sentence or one paragraph, but also overall text' By leaming
L
discourse analysis, it helps the reader to know how the text or sentences are built
up and it would avoid the appearance of misunderstanding both writer and reader.
From the purpose of discourse above, we should analyze the texts to unde$tand
the meaning or message that would be conveyed.
There are some .tspects in discourse that should be considered. One of the
aspects is cohesion. Cohesion is the connection within a discourse which is
brought by the intemal factor in the language or connections that exist within text.
(Yule, 2006:125). ln cohesion, there are covers of grammatical and lexical
cohesive which have several cohesive devices. Grammatical cohesion is the
connection within a discourse caused by the grammar factors like reference,
ellipsis, conjunction, and substitution. While lexical cohesion is the connection
within a discourse because oflexical choices. It includes of repetition, synonymy,
hyponimy, metonimy, and antonym.
ln our daily life, we can find many examples of discourse. Celce-Murcia
and Olshtain (2000:4) A piece of a discourse is an instance of spoken or written
language that has described internal relationships between form and meaning
(e.g., words, structures, cohesion) that relate coherently to an extemal
communicative.
The uses of skills in cornmunication become the main priority of the 2013
curriculum in term of communicative purposes. Materials and exercises provided
in the textbook should be matched with the current curriculum and leamers'
needs. As in the 2013 curriculum, the teacher supposed to create an atrnosphere of
a free, relaxed and student centered leaming clas$oom to make students feel
2
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encouraged to analyze, observe and generate what they leam from other mediums
of leaming which in this case is a teacher or textbook. Of course, the essence of
the curriculum and the leamers' needs still have to be in total consideration for
teachers when deliver the leaming materials from the textbook or any other media
because the students are different from one another. It is important to view
language leaming as a student centered because the students are individuals who
difler from each other in sipificant ways (Snow, 2007:20).
Considering the situation above, the reading texts taken from the 2013
curriculum English textbook is chosen as an alternative media to teach character
education through English subject. The book contains lesson plans and students'
favorite stories for reading comprehension, writing skills, critical thinking' and
character building.
However, not all stories from the book can be applied in our curriculum,
but it must be selected and filtered whether the text is appropriate or trot. First,
teachers should consider the moral value of the text. Then, they have to consider
the level of difficulties of the semantics and syntactic aspects from the text. And
last but not least, the cohesion of the text to check whether the text is good or not.
For this reason, the researcher aims at investigating "An Analysis of
Grammatical and Lexical Cohesion of Reading Texts in the Twelfth Grade of
Senior High School 2013 Curriculum English Textbook Published By National
Education Department". It is expected that the study would be useful for the
students to understand the text easier and to be analysis in finding the ty'pes of
grammatical and lexical cohesion.
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1.2 Statement of the Problem
As language inputs, reading texts pr€sented in textbooks should also be
appropriate in terms of difficulty level in order to build students' reading
competence. A text which is too difficult and employs too complex grammatical
constructions and lexical items. Meanwhile, a text which too easy does not extend
the students' competence.
According to Broughton ( 2003: 102), texts must be properly grated and
sequenced so that they can meet the abilities and develop the reading
comprehension of students. Reading comprehension refers to the thinking process
to construct meaning for a deeper understanding of things presented in a text
(Westwood 2008: 31-41).
The weakness of this thinking process may result in disengaging the
students from the task of interpreting the texts, decreasing the students'
confidence, and dodging from books. The reading comprehension problem can be
minimized by providing students with texts which are appropriate to the students'
level.
The issue of comprehension makes it important to investigate the
grammatical and lexical cohesion presented in the curriculum 2013 English
textbook of the twelfth grade. The English Textbook used as language inputs used
in all around Indonesia. The investigation is expected to be able to allLalyze
grammatical and lexical cohesion found in that textbooks are compatible as
language inputs.
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Moreover, the investigation can be one of the ways to facilitate character
education by providing precise materials for the studetrts. Finally, it is expected
that this research can contribute to the world of English language teaching
especially reading skill by gl"ing insight to teachers in selecting and adapting
teaching material especially reading texts.
1.3 Limitation of the Problem
1.4 Purpose and Objective ofthe Research
The purpose ofthis research is to analyze the reading texts English textbook
for senior high school of the twelffh grade students. Generally, the research is
conducted to determine the reading texts of English textbook which meet the
Opes of gammatical and lexical cohesion. Specifically, the research is conducted
to firlfill the following objectives:
1. To find out the types of grammatical cohesion ofreading texts of the twelfth
grade of senior high school.
2. To frnd out the types of lexical cohesion of reading texts of the twelfth
grade of senior high.
3. To determine frequencies in percentage grammatical and lexical cohesion of
reading texts ofthe twelfth grade of senior high school.
Based on the of the research, the writer focuses this research on anallzing
the grammatical and lexical cohesion of reading texts of the twelfth grade of







The research questions are formulated as follows'
What are the types of grammatical cohesion of reading texts of reading texts
of the twelfth grade of senior high school curriculum 2013 English
textbook published by the national education deparfinent?
What are the types of lexical cohesion of reading texts of the twelfth grade
of senior high school?
How many frequencies of the percentage of grammatical and lexical
cohesion of reading texts of the twelfth grade of senior high school?
1.6 Significance of the Research
It is expected that this study would be beneficial for any domain in English
education. Thmretically, it enriches the field of discourse analysis. Researcher
hopes this research would a give contribution as below.
Firsly, it may provide valuable information about the grammatical and
lexical cohesion of reading texts of the rwelfth grade of senior high school and
may contribute to the evaluation of other texts as language inputs in other
textbooks in the same or different level of education.
Secondly, it would alert the teachers and material developers to reflect on
the compatibility of materials especially reading texts and to encourage them to
provide befter language inputs for language leaming especially for reading
comprehension.
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Thirdly, this research is hoped to improve the discussion of grammatical and
lexical cohesion in semantics. By reading this research, it is hoped the students
would be motivated to explore knowledge in the study of semantics especially
about grammatical and lexical cohesion
In short, it might spark interest and enthusiasm of other researchers in how
this issue could be approached from a different point of view. Finally, it would
add the existing literature for other researchers especially the students of English
language and education deparhent.
1.7 Rationale of the Research
This research explores gnmrnatical and lexical cohesion in English
textbook. According to Baker (1992: 32), cohesion is a network of lexical,
grammatical, and other relations which provides links between various parts of
text. Cohesion refers to the resources vlthin language that provide continuity in a
text, over and above that provided by clause structure and clause complexes.
In the case of texts consisting of a single sentence such as public notices,
proverb, and the like, the intemal cohesiveness can be explained through the
function of its structure. It is the function of its structure that contributes to the
meaningfi.rl and coherent sentence so that it can be regarded as a text. Here,
cohesion frrnctions as a non-structural text-forming relation that makes a single
sentence as a text. In conclusion, cohesion does not only depend solely on the
structural relation, but also non-structural relation.
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Cohesion of a text would lead to a b€tter comprehension. A reader would
not find any difficulties to build sense of flow, because all pafis within the texts
are connected. Considering this information, cohesion might help the reader in
understanding the text easily. So, the cohesion of a text is an important matter.
Rationally, based on the explanation above, grammatical and lexical
cohesion in reading textbook analysis is very important to support the students in
leaming English subject of the 2013 curriculum textbook.
1.8 Definition of Key Terms
In this research, the writer would like to clarify the meaning of t}re terms
used as follows:
L Discourse Analysis
Discourse analysis is a broad temr for the study of the ways in which
language is used in texts and contexts (Abrams and Haryhaa2005:282).
2. Cohesion
Cohesion is the resources within language that provide continuity in a text,
over and above that provide by the clause structure and clause complexes.
Hence, cohesive relations are non-stnrctural relations which work to help a
text hang together (Nunan, 1993:. 5).
3. Text
A text is any strecth of language which is held together cohesively through





A textbook means a book giving instruction in a branch of leaming
(Homby, 1995:893).
2013 curriculum English Textbook is an English course for improve
student's abilig in English subject of the twelfth grade for Senior High
School. It is written by Utami Widiati, Zuliati Rohmah, and Furaidah.
CHAPTER II
TIIEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1 The Nature of Discourse Analysis
According to Gee (2005: 2l), the study of discourse or discourse analysis
is concemed with how speakers combine sentences into boarder speech unit.
Discourse is the way of combining and integrating language, actions, interactions,
and ways of thinking, believing valuating, and using various symbols, tools' and
objects to enact a particular sort of socially recognizable identity.
Kridalaksana (1983: 259) states that discourse is a complete unit of
language; the grammatical hierarchy is the highest or greatest grammatical unit.
This discourse is realized in the form of a bouqet of intact (novels, encyclopedia
series of books, and so on), paraghrap, sentence or word that brings a complete
messa8e.
Furthermore Alwi (2003: 419) says discourse is related to series of
sentences that connect to each other proposition in the unity of meaning. In line
with Atwi, Deese defines discourse as set of propositions which are in
terconnected to produce a sense of cohesion or sense of cohesion for readers
(Tarigan, 1987:24).
On the other hand, Haliday and Hasan (1976: l-2) the terms of discourse
and text have the same meaning. A text is a unit of language in use. It is not
grammatical unit, like a clause or a sentence, onty bigger; it something differs
fiom a sentence in kind. A text is best regarded as a semantic writ: a unit not of
10
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form but by meaning. Nunan (1993: 6) has said that it is equal from Crystal
assertion that text is a piece of naturally occuring, spoken, written or signed
dicourse identified for purposes ofanalysis.
According to Sumarlam (2010l.26), discourse can be classified based on
several viewpoints. Based on the media used, discourse can be distinguished on
written discourse and spoken discourse. Written discourse is a discourse delivered
by the written media. To be able to receive and understand written discourse, then
the receiver has to read first. In the written discourse occurs indirectly
communication between the writer and the reader. Meanwhile, oral discourse is a
discourse delivered in spoken language or verbal media- To be able to receive and
understand the spoken discourse, then the receiver have to listen first. Occurrence
in the spoken discourse is direct communication between speaker and listener.
The differences between the written and spoken discourse; (1) Sentences
in spoken discourse tends to be less structured than the written discourse. Spoken
language contains some incomplete sentences, often just a sequence of words that
make up phrases. (2) The arrangement of subordinate language in spoken
discourse is less than the written language. In spoken discourse tends not to use
complex sentences subordinate. (3) Language in spoken discourse rarely uses
conjunction because it is supported by the context. Language in wriuen dicourse
often uses conjrmction to indicate a relation ship of ideas. (4) Language in spoken
discourse tends not to use the phrase long objects, while the use of the written
discourse does. (5) Sentences in written language tend to objet-predicate structue,
while the spoken language using topic-comment structure. (6) In spoken language
In line with the above aspects, the discourse analysis can be done with two
approaches or analyzed by two ways, i.e. from the text itself with micro-structural
approach and fiom the text or of the context with macro-structural approach. In
the micro-structural, discourse analyis focuses on textual cohesion, which is to
reveal the order of sentences that an form a coherent discourse. As well as the
language, the discourse also has the shape and meaning. Cohesion and coherence
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support, the speaker can change or refine the structure of the lack of proper
expression at that time, whereas the written language cannot be happened. (7) In
particular spoken language in everyday conversation, speakers tend to use a
common vocabulary. In contrast, the written language is often used special
technical terms. (8) In the spoken language is often repeated the same syntactic
form and used some filler, for example; I think, you know, if you know what I
mearL and so on (Arifin and Rani, 2000: 22).
Moreover, Sarrusri as cited in Sumarlan (2010: 13), describes some aspects
related to the study ofdiscourse. These asp€cts are (a) the discourse of context. (b)
the topic, theme or title of discourse. (c) the cohesion and coherence of discourse.
(d) reference and discourse inference. Discourse context that helps provide
interpretation of the meaning of the speech is discourse situation. The situation
may be stated explicitly in the discourse, but can also be suggested by various
elements of discourse, called characteristics (discourse) or coordinates
(discourse), as speaker listener, time, place, topic, form of message, events,
channel, and code.
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are two elements that lead to a goup of sentences to form the unity of meaning
(Alwi,2003:41).
Tarigan (1987: 92), cohesion meaning and neatness form are important
factors to determine the level of legibitity and understanding of the discourse.
Cohesion and coherence are important elements that determine the discourse. The
word cohesion is sense of cohesion, whereas, the coherence word contained
understanding linkages and relationships. If we associate with aapects of form and
meaning, we can say that cohesion refers to the fonnal aspects of language, while
coherence refers to the aspects of speech.
In this research, the writer analyze.d the discourse in text or writt€n form
by using cohesion theory. That theory would be explored on concept of cohesion
below.
2.2 The Nature of Cohesion
Haliday and Hasan (1976:4) have stated that the concept of Cohesion is a
semantic one; it refers to relations of meaning that exist within the text and that
define it as a text. Cohesion occurs where the interpretation of some elements in
the discourse is dependent on that of another. The one presupposes the other, in
the sense that it cannot be effectively decode expect by recourse to it. When this
happens, a relation of cohesion is set up, and the two elements, the presupposing
and the presupposed, are thereby at least potentially integated into a text.
Cohesion is the formal aspect of language in discourse. Cohesion is a
'syntatic organization'. Syntactic organization is the texts which are coherent and
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well-structured solid. Lexical cohesion is a guide to the organization of the flow
ideas in the text: Tracing groups of words with related meanings, one sees which
semantic domains are used, to what extent and it what pattems.
Like other semantic relations, cohesion is expressed through the strata
organization of language. Language can be explained as a multiple coding system
comprising tl-ree levels of coding, or 'strata': the semantic (meaning), the
lexicogrammatical (forms) and the phonological and orthographic (expressions).
Meaning are realized (coded) as forms, and forms are realized in tum (recorded)
as expressions. To put this in everyday terminology, meaning is put into wording,
and wording into sound or writing (Haliday and Hasan, 1976: 5).
Meaning (the semantic system)
Wording (the lexicogrammatical system,
grammar and vocabulary)
'Sounding'/writing (the phonological and
ofihograpic system)
2.3 Kinds of Cohesion
Halliday and Hasan (1976:. 6) state that cohesion is divided into two main
parts: lexical cohesion and grammatical cohesion. Grammatical cohesion is the
way that grammatical features are together across sentences boundaries. It
contains of reference, substitution, ellipsis, and conjunction. Lexical cohesion is
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the way aspect of vocabulary link parts of texts together. It contains reiteration
and collocation.
2.3. I Grammatical Cohesion
Grammatical cohesion is constructed by the grammatical structures each
component tie each other. Classifr grammatical cohesion into 4 major classes:
Reference, Substitution, Ellipsis, Conjunction (Haliday and Hasan, 1976:2).
23.1.1 Reference
Reference concems with the relations between a discourse or text element
and preceding or following element. Reference deals with semantic relationship.
There are certain items in every language which has property of reference. They
refer to as Exhopora, or Exhoporic reference, and they contrast it with Endhoporic











The man is living alone. llis wife left !!4q for 5 years.
In this sentence, 'his' and 'him' is anaphoric which refers to 'the man'.
Without having a presuppossed clause 'the man is living aone', we cannot decide
what 'his' and 'him' refer to. Because we need to look back at the sentence gone
before, this is an anaphoric.
Example 3: Cataphora
In this sentence, 'she' is cataphoric to the presupposed sebject 'Agnez Mo'.
We need to look forward to the following sentence to reveal what 'she' refers to.
2.3.1.1.1 Personal Reference
Personal reference is reference by means of function in the speech situation,
through the category of person. The category of personals includes the three
(in a fitting room)
Daughter : Mom, what do you think about this @?
Mom : Oh dear, I think that's too short for you. Would you try tirs?
(showing another dress she is holding).
Endhopora consists of anaphora and cataphora- Anaphora refers to
presupposition of something that has gone before, while cathapora refers to the
presuppossed element.
Example 2: Anaphora
Sfre's superstar, srre's the best in his era. Let's welcome .... Aqnez Mo!
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classes of personal pronouns, possessive determiners (usually called 'possessive
adjective'), and possessive pronouns. It can be seen in the table below:











Singular I My Mine
Plural We Us Our
2Nd PERSON
Singular You You Your Yours















This reference has the system known as person where it is used in the
special sense of role: frst person, secon person, and third person where three of
them can be singular or plural.
Examples 4:
. Hanna did not buy the novel becartse i, was so expensive. (I/ as a subject










../arr€ visits rter grandmother's home soon. (IIer as a possessive adjective
refers to the subject Jaze).
2 3.1.1.2 Demonstrative Reference
Demonstrative reference is a reference by means of location. They are r&is,
these, that, those, defi E afiicle the, here, now, and then. Halliday and Hasan add
this, these, and here imply proximity to the speaker; that, those, and there 'tmply
distance from the speaker (Haliday and Hasan, 1976: 58-59).








Cla-ss Determiner Adverb Determiner
Singular Plural Time Place
Near This These Now Here
Far That Those Then There
Neutral The
Example 5:
. Take thal Wrcil, please!
. ffrese students are diligent.
2 3.1,1.3 Comparative Reference
According to Nunan (1993 24), comparative reference is cohesion in the
form of reference that shows comparison between one thing and another.
Comparative reference is expressed adjectives and adverbs, and serves to compare




Comparative reference is indirect reference divided into two parts; general
comparison and particular comparison. General comparison expresses
likenessbetween things. The likeness may take the form of identity, where two
things are like each other (Haliday and Hasan, 1976:76). Those are going to be
described on the table below.
Table 3 : Comparative Reference
Comparison
General (deictic Particular (non-deictic)







































. This dish is too light, I want the ieavier one.
. (in a boutique) Woman: I think this blouse is too dark for my skin. Can
I have the lighter, please?
2.3.1.2 Substitution
Substitution is defined as a replacement of an item with another item. Both
items should have the same grammatical class. It is different from reference in
which the item that is referred to should have the same semantic property.
Substitution is mainly textual. It connects a links between parts of a text
anaphorically and encloses them to the text. Exophoric substitution is very tre.
Table 4: The Differences between Reference and Substitution.
Types of cohesive relations Linguistic level
Reference Semantic
Substitution (including ellipsis) Grammatical
The types of substitution might be defined grammatically instead of
semantically and should be based on the gmmmatical function of the substitute
item. It can be as a noun, verb or clause. These correspond with the three tlpes of
substitution which are nominal, verbal, and clausal substitution.





Nominal substitution is a process of replacement of Nouns with 'one',
'ones', or 'sarte'
Examples 7:
. Mv axe is too blirnt. I must get a shaper one.
. When I was a kid, I had a kitten but then it lost. I wish I had the same
now
23,1,2,2 Verbal substitution
Verbal substitution is a replacement process of Verbs with 'do', 'did'
or other auxiliary verbs.
Examples 8:
. You think John already lggEg? -l think everybody does.















Clausal substitntion is replacernent process of clause, by 'so' or 'not'.
These substitution is aimed at avoiding the similar words to be rcpearcd exactly at
the next sentences or clauses.
Examples 9:
. ....... if you've seen them so often. Of course you know what thev're
like! 'I believe so', Alice replied thoughtfully.26
. Do l hope zot! I
haven't written anything!
23.1.3 Ellipsis
Ellipsis is a means of establising semantic relation by using grammatical
elements. Although it is the same with substitutiotr, it has different structure and
pattern. ln ellipsis, something is understood without saying. ln orther words, it is
substitution by zero.
Ellipsis is a matter of structural relation. It is established within the
sentence. There is no structural relation betwcen the sentences. Thus, there is no
need to add additional idea of cohesion to make sentences hang together. Even, by
explaining the strugture within the senteflce, it shows the relation between the
sentence and it is important aspect of texture. That is why ellipsis is really
important for grammatical cohesion and written discourse analysis.
There are three types of ellipsis. They are nominal, verbal, and clausal
ellipsis. Again, the names of the tlpes suggest the items that are omitted.
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23.13.1 NominalEllipsis
Nominal ellipsis is a type of ellipsis in the nominal group. The nominal
ellipsis lifts a word positioning as pre modifier (deictic, numerative, epithet, or
classifiers) to head.
For example l0:
My kids play an awful lot of sport. Both (0) are incredibly energetic.
The ellipsis is marked by (0). The (0) is omitting the position of my tr'ds.
2.3.1.3.2 VerbalEllipsis
Verbal ellipsis refers to ellipsis within the verbal group. The verbal group
before presupposes the next verbal gtoup which is not ft:lly expressed in its
systemic features. The interpretation is within the verbal group system.
For example 1 1:
. Have you been swimming? Yes I have.
. What have you been doing? Swimming.
Hove and swimmr'zg can be interpreted as stands for I have beea swimming.
23.1.3.3 ClausalEllipsis
The clause in English of two elernents which are modal and propositional
elements. Modal element consists of subject and the finite element in the verbal
group. The propositional element includes the rernainder of the velbal group and
any complement or adjunct that may be occurred. The different of complement
and adjunct is the complement can become a subject if the clause was tumed
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around in someway, whereas the adjunct could not. The clausal ellipsis includes
the omission in the modal and prepositional elemeflts.
For example 12:
The whole sentence is "The duke was going to plant a row of poplors in the
park".
. What was duke going to do? Plant a row of poplars in the park'
. Who was going to plant a row of poplars in the park> the duke was'
In the first example, the modal element is omitted in the answer.
Meanwhile, in the second example, prepositional element is omitted.
Again, ellipsis is primarily grammatical relation. They hold the words and
structures rather than relating them through their meanings. They are purely
textual.
23.L.4 Conjunction
Conjunction refers to a specification of the way in which what is to follow is
aystematically connected to what has gone before. Conjunctions is usually
structure a texvdiscourse in precise way and bring the presented elements into a
logical order. Four types of conjunctions, namely additive, adversative, causal,
and temporal.
2.3.1-4-l Additive
Additive refers to a type of cohesion that structurally appears and
coordinates each other. It means that it depends on the structure of the sentence. It
functions to add the existing information by the virtue of coordination. They are
tied to structural coordination and express the succession of two dependent
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elements. Under this heading, the source of cohesion can be derived from the
compariscin of the se6a6tic similarity between what is beirg said and what has
gone before. Using conjunctions such as and, or, furtherrrore, similarly, in
addition.
23.1.4.2 Adversative
Adversative refers to the conuzry expectation' The connection in the
adversative relation is gained by contrasthg expectation which is derived ftom
what is mentioned before. The expectation can come from the text or speaker-
hearer configuration. Using conjunctions such as Such as but, however, on the
other hand, nevertheless.
23.1.43 Causal
Nunan (1993: 27) said that "Causal relation represents one of cause and
consequence". It means that one clause becomes the cause and the rest is the
consequence. It involves the interpretation from the readers of the text to distinct
them. That is why the clear-cut is diffrcult to be presented. tn fact, causal relation
includes result, reason, and purpose to form a cohesive chain. Using conjunctions
such as so, consequently, for this reason, it follows from this.
23.1.4.4 Temporal
Temporal relation represents the sequence of time. It exists when the events
in the text are related in terms of timing of their occurrence. Using conjunctions
such as therL after tha! an hour later, finnaly, at last.
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D Additive conjunction
r For the whole day he climbed up the steep mountainside, almost
without stopping gg! in all this time he met no one.
D Adversative conjunction
r Bawang merah acts so arrogantly to everyone. On the other hand.
her sister, Bawang Putih acts so politely.
D Casual conjunction
. I think I never met him before g I didn't relpy for his call.
F Temporal conjunction
. Add some sugat to the lemon water. FlnilU, you can add some ice ia
it.
2.3.2 Lexical Cohesion
Haliday and Hasan (1976: 274) said that "Lexical cohesion deals with the
meaning in text". "This is the cohesive effect achieved by the selection of
vocabulary". It concems the way in which lexical items relate to each other and to
other cohesive devices so that textual continuity is created. Lexical cohesion
concems two distict but related aspects: reiteration and collocation.
2.3.2.1 Reiteration
Reiteration is "the repetition of a lexical item, or the occunence of a
synonym of some kind, in the context of reference; that is, where the two
occulrences have the same referent" (Haliday and Hasan, 1976: 318-319)'
For examples 13:
Reiteration could be in the form of repetition, synonym, hypemym, and general
word. All these devices have the function of reiterating the previous item, either in
an identical or somewhat modified form, and this is the basis for tle creation of a
cohesive tie between the items. Often the tie is srengthened by the fact that the
items are co-referential.
For example: Table 5
2.4.2.2 Collocation
Collocation is the use of "a word that is in some way associated with
another word in the preceding text, because it is a direct repetition of it, or is in
some sense synonymous with it, or tends to occur in the same lexical
environraent". Collocation is probably the hardest lexical cohesion to analyze'
Example 14:
'Red Cross helicopters were the resource persons in the water continuously'
The blood bank desp€rately will soon be it neeA af dorwrs.
John caught a snake undemeath a bucket
Repetition The snake is going to suffocate if it stays there very long.
Synonym The serpent is going to suffocate ifhe does not let it go.
Hyperonym
(superordinate)
The enimal is going to suffocate if he does not let it go'
General word The poor thing is going to suffocate if he does not let it go.
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2.4 The Neture of Textbook
English textbook plays important role in teaching leaming process of
English lesson. Nowadays, people cur find textbooks easly at bookstores and
library. Altough most texthoks are published in printed format, now, some can
also be viewed online. Hornby (1995: 893) said thet'textbook meaix a tirok
giving instuction in a branch of leaming".
ln another definition, texbook is a manual of instruction or a standar book
in any branch of study which is produced. In order to us€ a textbook
systematically and flexibly, it is important to understand how it is put together and
how it can be adapted to meet the need of particular leamen. The textbook
provides a plan for leaming, a visible outline of what is to be learned in the
classroom as a bank resources materials and ideas. What happen in the classroom
fills out and transforms the outline into leaming experience for students.
There is relation betweetr teacher and textbook. The relation between
teacher and textbook is an important consideration and it is a partnership that
share common goals to which each side brings its mutual contribution. The aim of
textbcok should correspond as closely as possible to the aim of the teacher, and
both shoutd seek to meet the need of the leamers to the highest degree. The
parhership is helped when aims and objectives are well defined, and when the
difference but complementary roles of the teacher and coufse book are clearly
perceived and well balanced.
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Textbooks are usd in different ways in language programs. For example, a
reading textbook miCht be the basis for a course on reading skills, providing both
a set of reading texts and exercise for skill a practice @ichard, 2002, 254). Ttrc
textbook does not stand alone; teachers do need a manual with specific
information about how to begirq conduct and end each lesson given in the book.
Textbook is one type of books. It usually made by corporation to follow a
set standard curriculum for a school system or larger organization, such as a
province. Each subject has its own textbook that has arranged based on
curriculum 2013. Textbook helps students and teacher in leaming activities well
in the school. Some publisher make creative and imaginative textbooks to interest
students to read it with giving variation content throrgi pictures, dialogs, and tex:t
q,pes. Therefore, textbook is useful in leaming activities in the school.
From the definition above, we can conclude that textbook is kind of book
used in some shrdies at school or univesity as standar works in a particular skills
or subjects as standars works with appropriate contents.
2-S The Role of Textbook
According to Grant (1989: 8), a textbook has many flurctions for the teacher
in order to run the teaching leaming process well, or it has an important role in
teaching leaming process. Textbook do several usefirl functions, there are as
follow:
1. They can identiff what should be taught or learned, and the order in
which it should be taught or leamed.
2. They can indicate what methods should be used.
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3. They can provide, neathly, attractivelly, and economically, all or most
materials needed.
4. They can save the teacher an extraordinary amount oftime.
5. They can act as very usefl leaming-aid for the students.
A textbook is best seen:rs a resource in achieving aims and objective that
have already been set in term of leamers needs. A source book has multiple roles
in English leaming teaching and converse as:
1 . A resource for presentation materials (spoken and written).
2. A source of activities for leamer's practice and communicative
interactions.
3. A reference for the learners on gammar, vocabulary, reading,
pronunciation, etc.
4. A source stimulations and ideas for classroom lang'rnge activities.
5. A syllabus (where they reflect leaming objective that have already been
setermined).
6. A support for less experienced teachers who have yet to gain in
confidence.
2.5 The Nature of Text
Haliday and Hasan (1976: 1) said in linguistics, the word text refers to any
spoken or written passage that form a unified whole. It is not defined by its size' It
is best regarded as unit of meaning, not a form since a text can be single sentence
or the integration of sentences. The meaning is encoded in sentences.
A text has texture that distinguishes it from the sequences of unrelated
sentences. Texture is a property of being a text that reflects the unity of a text
Texture is provided by cohesive relation that exists within and between senteRces
(Haliday and Hasan. 1976:.2).
A text is created by putting words together to communicate meaning. The
choice of words will depend on the purpose and context in creating a text' There
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are two categories of texts, namely factual and literary. Factual texts present
information on ideas that aims to show, tell or persuade the audience. There are
seven main text types in this category, namely recount, explanation, discwsion,
information report, exposition, procedure, and response. Meanwhile, literary texts
are created to appeal imagination and emotion of their readers. It irtcludes fairy
tales, song ly'ics, mimes, soap opems, and so on. There are three main tlpes of
this category, namely narrative, poetic and dramatic.
Scheme 3.Text Types (Anderson, 1997: 3).
Information Report
Response
In School Based on Curriculum 2013 for English subject, there are fwelve
text types that should be mastered by Senior High School students. They are









hortatory exposition, spoof, explanation, discussioq and review text. Text type
consists of three components in each text. Each text has its own social frurction,
generic structue and language features. It can be seen in the table below:
Table 6: Genres of Text






















The use of past
tense
I
. Focus on temporal
sequence
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9 To amuse, entertain and
to deal with achral or
various experience in
different ways and deal
with problematic
events, which lead to a
crisis or tuming point of
some kind, which in
tum finds of resolution.
Genre
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This research focused on analyzing textbook for the twelfth gra'de of Senior
High School. So, the text types consisted of fourt texts. They are Explanation,
Discussion, Narrative, and Review.







To critique an art work


































An intemational joumal written by Samira HashemiAghdam and
YaserHadidi (2015), entitled "Cohesion and Coherence in Political
Newspapper and Discussion Sections of Academic Articles"' The purpose
of this study was to explore and explain the occurtence of two types of
lexical cohesive devices, i.e. collocation and synonymy evident generally in
both academic and news genre, in a comparative approach' The corpus of
the analysis comprises 20000 words for each genre and the model for
analysis was mainly taken fiom Halliday and Hasan (1976)' The manner
and frequency of occurrence of both collocation and synonym in each genre
were investigated and calculated. The results showed that in the discuccion
sections of academic articles, synonymy are the prominent cohesive device
which manifests itself within a large number of cohesive shains' Another
sigrrificant finding was the salient presence of chain leaps across unrelated
synonymous and collocational words. The analysis of the news genre
demonstrated that collocational bonds were the salient cohesive devices
occurring in this genre. The striking presence of chain leap across umelated
collocational words was another important finding. The fiequency and
percentage of synonymous words were higher than collocational words in
Cohesion analysis actually has been analyzed by some students for their
research. After looking for some similar theses, finally writer found ten English
joumals which are researched by using cohesion theory. They are described as
2
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academic articles. ln the news genre, the frequency and percentage of
collocational words were higher than synonymous words. The study made
some suggested comments on how the discourse of each genre and the
discursive forces therein could render the textual realization of cohesion
what it was. The findings of this study carried implications for writing
instruction awareness and language teaching/learning scenarios in the EFL
classroom.
The similarities between both studies lied on analyzed cohesion and
research design using descriptive research. The differences between her
research and this research were her research focused on analyzd cohesion
and coherence on political newspapers and discussion sections of academic
articles; meanwhile this research analyzed the grammatical and lexical
cohesion on reading English textbook of senior high school twelfth grade'
An intemational joumal written by Supong Tangkiengsirisin (2010), entitled
"Promoting Cohesion in EFL Expository Writing: A study of Graduate
Students in Thailand". This study investigated the effects of teacher written
feedback and students' revision on the use of cohesive devices in expository
compositions written by Thai postgraduate students. In addition to the
explicit instnrction of the cohesive devices, the teacher written comments,
including corrective, advisory and indicative conunents, were provided to
the students' essays. The feedback on cohesion in this study dealt with form,
content, and most importantly, essay organization. Each essays from this
experimental group was provided with a combination of teacher written
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comments focusing on the improvment of cohesion. Sixty pre-test and post-
test essays wore composed by the students from both the experimental group
and the controVintact group. All the assaya were analysed by Halliday and
Hasan's (1976) cohesion analysis model. T-tests were conducted to examine
the differences in the use of cohesive device between the pre- and post-test
essays. The results revealed a sigrificant improvement of cohesion in the
writing of the experimental group, particulary referential, conjunctive and
lexical cohesive ties. The pedagogical implications regarding of teaching
ability and the positive effects of teacher written feedback and essays
revision were derived on the basis of the research results. Insights gained
from the present study were (1) that even though cohesion was useful
linguistic element that contributes to well-connected writing, it may not be
adequate as a means of measuring overall writing quality, (2) that teacher
written feedback should be personalized to cater for each individual
student's needs and each problematic writiry situation, and (3) that
feedback plays a crucial role in raising awareness regarding the use of
cohesion in L2 writing.
The similarities between both studies lied on topic of the research
that was analyzing cohesion. The differences between his research and this
research was focused on teacher written feedback and students' revision on
the use of cohesive devices in expositiry composition written by Thai
post$aduate students and using experimental design; meanwhile this
J
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research ws analyzing gmmmatical and lexical cohesion on reading
English textbook senior high school twelfth grade by qualitative method .
An intemational joumal written by Ying Shen (2010), entitled "Qualitative
Characteristics of Coherence, Subtitution, and Reference by Non-English
Major Chinese Students". This study addressed the intenelation among
coherence, substitution, and reference by non-English major Chinese
students. The author collected data through student questionnaires.
Participants include 30 non-English major Chinese undergraduate students.
The findings of this study suggested that the similarities and differences
were comfirmed either in all participants or in the two gender groups. For
example, in terms of similarities either all participants or the two gender
groups tend to commit more mistakes in regards to coherence that
substitution or reference. On the other hand some significant differences
were found, for instance, males scored relatively higher in the mean
substitition and reference than did females, whereas females performed
better in the mean coherence compered to males in the same field.
The similarities between both studies lied on part of cohesion topics
(substitution and reference). The differences between her research and this
research was her rcsearch were cohesion and coherence by non-English
major and research design used quantitave desigrr; meanwhile this research
is analyzing grammatical and lexical cohesion on reading English textbook
senior high school twelfth grade and research desigrr by qualitative method.
4
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An intemational joumal written by Widhiya Ninsiana (2014), entitled
"Gmmmatical Cohesion Devices on the Indonesian Translation of English
Bidding Document". This research studied the grarnmatical-cohesion
devices employed in the Indonesian translation of English bidding
documents. This research aimed at (l ) finding and describing in details
about grammatical-cohesion-marking translation focused on Bidding
Document translated as Dokumen Tender. This also described grammatical-
cohesion-marking translation in which the change thereof is identified, (2)
frnding and explaining technique of grammatical cohesion-marking
translation which is used by a tramlator and along with the reason thereof
centralized in Bidding Document which is translated into Dokumen Tender,
(3) disclosing and describing in details concerning the meaning equivalence
and acceptability of grammatical-cohesion devices in Bidding Document to
become Dokumen Tender. This research uses qualitative descriptive
approach intergrated with established case study and having the orientation
on such s product using holistic critical method which examines objective,
genefic and affective aspects. The research findings there of were as
follows: first, grammatical cohesion devices in Bidding Document
translated into Dokumen Tender consisting of: first, cohesion marker of
reference, substitution, ellipsis and conjunction. There were several
grammatical cohesion devices in Bidding Document which experience to
change and no to change in cohesion marker. This is because there were
differences in grammatical structure, reference, and social culture context.
5
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Second, there are 6 kinds of translation techniques, narnely literal,
amplification, modulation, reduction and linguistic amplification technique.
Thir4 transfer of meaning of cohesion-marking translation in Bidding
Document can be deemed good. This is based on the assessment of the
exp€rts that 89.77o/o of tansfer of meaning of cohesion marking tanslation
is considercd accurate, 5.61%o is less accurate, and 4.62% is inaccurate.
Acceptability value or worthiness level of cohesion devices in this Bidding
Document is stated very good. Worthiness level of cohesiondevices of this
Bidding Document reaches 88.12%, and 5.94o/o is considered unnatural or
improper.
The similarities between both studies lied on analyzed gammatical
cohesion and using qualitative method. The difference between her research
and this research was her research focus on analyzrd grammatical cohesion
devices on the Indonesian translation of English bidding document;
meanwhile this research is analyzed grammatical and lexical cohesion on
reading English textbook senior high school twelfth grade.
An intemational joumal written by Veda Aslim Yetis (2017), entitled "The
Role of Composing Process and Coherence/Cohesion in EFL Writing". The
aim of this paper is to examine the role composing process and knowledge
about coherence/cohesion in French foreigrr Language writing skill.
Research sample consists of 35 Turkish students studying French language
teaching at a Turkish university. The participants were fust given a test
containing of three parts in order to determine their level of knowledge
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about the mles of coherence-cohesion; then, they were asked to write an
argumentative essay to see how good they were at writing. Right after the
completion of essays, students were administared a Z9-ilem questionare
conceming the use of composing process. Findings have revealed the
following conclusions: l-Turkish EFL students who know the rules of
coherence/cohesion have better writing skills; 2-The participants with better
writing skills are those who can employ the composing process; 3-Knowing
only the rules of coherence/cohesion or only employing the composing
process is not enough to have advanced writing skils in French: bothare
necessary to be successful. According to the results, it is possible to suggest
that nrles of coherence/cohesion and composing process be incorporated
into the syllabus of writing course and writing course be heavily based on
these two topics. Teachers should explicity teach the process and rules.
The similarities between both studies lied on topic of cohesion. The
differences between her research and this research was her research focus on
the role of composing process and coherence/cohesion in EFL writing and
research design using quantitave design; meanwhile this research is
analyzing gammatical and lexical cohesion on reading English textbook
senior high school twelfth grade and research design by qualitative method.
6. An intemational journal written by Angelina Subrayan Michael (2013),
entitled "Cohesion in News Articles: A Discourse Analysis Approach". The
study discusses an analysis done on two Malaysian newspaper articles from
the New Straits Times. The study investigates the discourses apperent in the
7
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texts and the methods in which discourses are represented through particular
linguistic choices. The purpose of this study is to identifu discourses that
stand for universally held assumptions about how diferent texts are created
and how these discourses signiff connection of specific practices and/or
encompass a policy for change. Both articles project several connections in
the field, in the theme and in the method of eriting which are reflected in
their corresponding ritual of structural and lexico-grarnmatical resources.
The similarities between both studies lied on analyzed cohesion. The
differences between her research and this research was her research focus on
analyzed cohesion in news articles from the new straits times; meanwhile
this research was analyzed cohesion on reading English textbook senior
high school twelfth grade and research design by qualitative method .
An intemational joumal written by Saeed Parazaran (2015), entitled
"Investigating Grammatical Cohesive Devices: Shift of Cohesion in
Translating Narrative Text Type". This study focused mainly on the shifts
of grammatical cohesion text translated from English into Persian. It aim to
identi! the grammatical cohesive device in ST and TT separately. Based on
Halliday and Hasan's model (1976), determine the number of occurance of
grammatical cohesive devices into text and finally, illustrate types of shifts
of grammatical cohesion and strategies used in TT. To achieve these aims, a
mixed-method (comparative and descriptive model) research design was
used to spot cohesive shifu in TT due to translation, together with the
employed strategies. To this purpose, the book, Oral reproduction of stories
8
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was investigated, with it translation. 39 different stories by different writers
were selected as the sample of analysis. The results showed that the TT
adopted all the three types of gramrnatical cohesive devices except verbal
and casual substitution, with verbal substitution in Persian being canied
down by reference, ellipsis, and lexical cohesion. The occurance of
grammatical cohesive devices in the TT was more frequent than that of ST.
Regarding the general anaysis of the cohesion shifts, the study showed that
three types of shifts (i.e. establishment of new cohesion, elimination of
cohesion and change of type of cohesive features) occur in translation.
Finally it was revealed that the tanslation strategies undertaken by the
varoius translators are motivated and influenced by three factors (i.e.
systematic language differences Baker (1992), stylistic preferences and the
translation process itself (Blum-Kulk4 (1986).
The similarities between both studies lied on analyzed grammatical
cohesion. The differences between his research and this research was his
research focus on cohesion in hanslating narrative text; meanwhile this
research is analyzing grammatical and lexical cohesion on reading English
textbook senior high school twelfth gade and research design by qualitative
method .
A national joumal written by Agus Hidayat (2016), entitled: An Analysis of
Grammatical Cohesive Device of the Short Story the Little Match Girl by
Hans Christian Anderson". The gpe of the study in this case is descriptive
qualitative research. This study is done by analyzing the short story by
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locating the references used in the story and the calculating the amount of
the references and determining the type of references found in two
categories, anaphoric and cathaphoric references. Based on the analysis, it
was found that the short story contain 87 (eighty seven) references, in which
8l (eighty one) references belong to the anaphoric category and 6 (six)
references belong to cathaporic category.
The similarities between both studies lied on analyzed grammatical
cohesion and research design using descriptive qualitative method. The
difference between his research and this research was his research focus on
analyzed the grammatical cohesive device only; meanwhile this research is
analyzing grammatical and lexical cohesion.
A national joumal wriuen by Hanita Masithoh (2017), entitle "Grammatical
Cohesion Found in Recount Texts of "Pathway To English" X Grade
Curriculum 2013 General Program By Erlangga". The role of textbook in
teaching learning process is very important since most teachers used it as
the source and guidance of teaching materials. In order to know the quality
of the textbooks, the teachers should be able to analyze the materials
contained inside because the selection of the textbooks determine the
qualityof the materials which will be delivered to the students. This study
aimed to find out the grammatical cohesion of recount text in Pathway to
English ; English textbook for tenth grade of senior high school published
by Erlangga. The design of the study is a qualitative study using literature
review as an approach. The study found that there are three recount texts in
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Pathway to English. Text I and 3 contained three types of grammatical
cohesion (reference, ellipsis, conjunction). Text 2 contained complete
grammatical cohesion (reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction). This
textbook categorize as fair criteria because the percentage of gmmmatical
cohesion is 33olo.
The similarities between both studies lied on analyzed cohesion and
research desigrr using qualitative method. The differences between her
research and this research was her research focus on analyzed grammatical
cohesion found in recount texts of "Pathwat to English" X grade by
Erlangg4 meanwhile this research was analyzed grammatical and lexical
cohesion on reading English textbook senior high school twelfth grade by
National education departrnent.
10. A national joumal written by Ayub, Kehrt Sekerl and Wayan suamajaya
(2013), entitled "An Analysis of the Cohesion and Coherence of Students'
English Writings at the Second Grade os SMAN I LABUAPI West
Lombok". This study aimed af analyzing students' writings in terms of: (l)
the types ofcohesive devices used; (2) the types of topical progressions; and
(3) the problems of coherence. The subjects investigated were 30 second
grade students of SMAN I Labuapi. There were two kinds of data collected:
written and verbal data. tn collecting the data, the students were given a
writing task and the students and the English teacher were interviewed. The
data were arnlyzen qualitatively based on Halliday and Hasans' theory of
cohesion (1976) and Topical Progression Analysis of Lautamatti (1978) in
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Hoenisch (2009) and Almanden (2006). The results of study were (l) the
students used the five types of cohesive devices to serve the coherence of
their writings of which reference 40.84% with personal reference as the
dominant use. Lexical cohesion was used 37.99% dominated with
repetition. Then, it was followed by conjunction 19.60% ellipsis 1.35o/o, anLd
substitution 0.29%o; (2) the topical progression used was parallel progression
with the perc€ntage 56.84%, sequential progression 24.19%, and extended
parallel progression 18.257o; (3) some problems in coherence of students'
writings were reference, conjunctioq lexical cohesion, tenses,auxiliary 'to
be', passive voice, infinitive, gerund, subject-verb agreement, noun,
preposition, and text structure. The result of the shrdy indicates that
cohesion and coherence have to be the emphasis in teaching writing and the
English teachers heve to be competent in evaluating the coherence of
students' writings by applying TSA.
The sirnilarities between both studies lied on analyzed cohesion and
using qualitative method. The difference between their rcsearch and this
research was their research focus on analyzed cohesion and coherence of
students' English; meanwhile this research was analyzed gammatical and
lexical cohesion on reading English textbook.
2.8 Operationel Concept and Indicators
In leaming English students can leam English by reading. By reading, the
students can develop their mind. One of reading materials textbook. Reading
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textbook is one way leam English that most applied by students, especially in
school levels. Textbook is a book about particular subject that used in the study of
that subject especially in a school. [n a textbook will be found some q?es that
should be mastered by students.
Most important material should be leamed by srudents is text q?es. ln
senior high school level. Students will frnd many text types in a textbook. [n
leaming English subject, some shrdents got difficulties to comprehend or
understand texts. When they read texts, they got difficulties in reffering a word or
ohrase to get the meaning of text. One of reasons is because the students need to
improve about cohesion.
According to Nunan (1993:5), cohesion is the resources within language
that provide continuity in a text, over and above that provide by clause structur€
and clause complexes. Hence, cohesive relations are non-structural relations
which work to help a text hang together. Cohesion is a necessary in undestanding
a text by reader especially, students. Because by leaming about cohesion will help
the readers to a better ways in understandig a referent in a text.
The indicators for Grammatical Cohesion are:
1. The parts are related to each other.
2. Relations of meaning exist within the text and that define it as a text.
3. Interpretation of some elements in the discourse is dependent on that of
another-
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4. Accounting for how pronouns, demonstratives, definite article, and other
markers signal texture co-reference in oral and written discourse.
5. Accounts for how conventions of substitution and ellipsis allow
speakerVwriten to indicate co-classification and to avoid unnecessary
rcpetition; the use of conjunction to make explicit links between pro-
positions.
The indicators of Lexical Cohesion are:
l. Repetition
Repetition is the most direct and obvious source of lexical cohesion since
it is the mere identical recrurence ofa preceding lexical item (e.g. algy
met a bear. The bear was bear was bulgy).
2. Synonym
The fact of two or more words or expressions having the same meaning
(e.g. big, large).
3. Hyponymy
Describes a "specific general" relationship between lexical items (e.g.
then they began to meet vegetation - prickly cactus - like plants and
coarse grass ... . plants and gass are specific parts ofvegetation).
4. Meronymy
Describes a "part-whole" relationship between lexical items (e.g. she




Describes a relationship between lexical items that have opposite




This research used qualitative method. It had description qualrty and
disposed used analysis with qualitative approach. The process and mean more firll
up in qualitatively.
The main part of the qualitative analysis of the material is form by the
coding process, i.e. interpreting the text analyzing and attributing the meaning (of
key words, notions, codes) to its individual parts (Charmaz,2006; Bryman, 2004;
Flick, 1998), respectively. This research was a full description of grammatical
and lexical cohesion reading texts of the twelfth grade of senior high shcool 2013
curriculum of english textbook published by the national education deparfrnent.
Therefore, the researcher used descriptive method. In addition, this research is
qualitative one since it does not include any calculation or enumerating'
3.2 Data Sources
The data was taken from The reading texts of the twelfth grade of senior
high shcool 2013 curriculum of english textbook published by the national




Table 6: The Details of Reeding texts Presented in the English Textbook of
Twelft Grade of Senior High School
No Title Term Page Number of Sentences
1 1 1'1-20 27
2 Caption 1 34 11
J Humber Bridge 1 7
4 The Construction of
Jakarta
1 65 J

















9 Botanical Garden 2 t20-t2l
10 Treated the Head
Lice
2 121 10
1l How to Breed
Leopard Geckos
2 122-125 4l
12 Bathing Your Dog





1.3 Data Collecfion Technique
The purpose of this study was to find out whether the texts in English
textbook were written cohesively and in order to know lexical and grammatical
cohesion mostly used in texts in English textbook.








In doing this research, the writer uses three steps as follows
1. Selecting the textbook
A textbook is one of the important media to support the teaching and
leaming process. Textbook which is designed for classroom use provides many
items such as vocabulary items, reading texts, speaking exercise, instruction, etc.
The writer choose one textbook which was used by the twelve grade
students of Senior High School. The writer choose this book because it is a kind
of good English textbook based on 2013 curriculum.
2. Selecting the texts
After selecting the textbook, the writer did the step that is selecting
texts in the textbook chosen. There are 13 reading texts and writer analyzed all of
them.
1.4 Data Analysis Technique
The writer will analyzed the data based on Halliday and Hasan (1989)
theory. The analysis of data were done in the following steps.
a. Dividing and Numbering sentences into clauses
The choosen s€ntences of reading textbook were divided into clauses, and
then the clauses found were numbered in order to find the lexical and $ammatical
cohesive devices items within the clauses.
b. Putting the number of lexical and grammatical cohesive devices into tables
based on its types
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In this step, the data were show in the form of tables. So that the lexical and
grammatical cohesive devices were seen clearly. The followings are examples of
the table of cohesion.
Table 7: The table of cohesion









The classification of the data rvas based on the types of cohesion followed the
coding scheme below. This scheme was aimed to ease the classification. It was
adapted from coding scheme ofcohesion proposed by Halliday & Hasan (1976:
333-339).
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Coding Scheme of the Types of Cohesion





1. First person singular I, me, my, mine A
2. First person plural We, us, our, ours B
3. Second person singular
and plural
You, your, yours
4. Third person singular
masculine
He, him, his D
5. Third person singular
feminine
She, her, hers E
6. Singular non-personal It, its F
7. Plural G
8. Generalized person One, one's
B. Demonstratives I
l. Demonstrative, near This/these, here, now A
2. Demonsfative, far ThaVthose, there, then B




















2. Similarity Simila(ly), such, so, likewise B
3. Difference other, else,
differently,
C




A. Nominal One, ones, same I
B. Verbal Do, did, be, have II
C. Clausal So not ilI
III Ellipsis E
A. Nominal I
1 . Deictic as Head Each. every. both. all, some.
other
a
2. Numerative as Head First, second, third, one, two,
tlree, much, many, most
b













A. Additive And. or, furthermore,
similarly, in addition, in other
words, that is, e.g., thus
I
B. Adversative Such as, but, however, on the
other hand, nevertheless, yet,
only
II
C. Causal So, consequently, for this
reason, it follows, therefore,
because, to this end, in that
c:lse
m
D. Temporal Then, after that, before that,
now, at this momenl. an hour
later, meanwhile, next,









Counting the number of grmmatical and lexical cohesiv devices in the form
percentages
The purpose of this section is to know what kind of cohesive devices







types of both $arnmatical and lexical cohesion into percentages. tn this analysis,
the writer used a simple formula:
x=#=1ooolo
Where;
X : the percentage ofcohesion in texts found in the tcxtbook
N : the number of each type of cohesion in texts found in the textbook










CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
5.1 Conclusions
By using the theory of Halliday and Hasan concept of cohesion in English,
reading textbook has been revealed through the grammatical and lexical cohesion
used in the text. The kinds of grammatical cohesion appear in reading text of this
textbook are reference, conjunction, ellipsis, and substitution. It means that all of
the type of grammatical cohesion used in the text. So, it can be concluded that













cohesion are: reiteration 8.13%, and collocation 6.19%. from that information, the
researcher is able to conclude that the dominant cohesion is grammatical
cohesion. It is the highest number in percentage of BS.6t%.
5.2 lmplications
There are two implications of this research to the language teaching. The
details are as follows.
l. From the findings of this research, it is implied that the analysis of cohesion
can be a means of analyzing the compatibility of texts as language inputs.
Thus, in order to be able to select the teaching material, the teachers should
know and master the cohesion analysis. Besides selecting the texts, teachers
are expected to be able to adapt the material provided in textbook using
inferences analysis to explicitly show the semantic relation in the texts.
2. Reading comprehension involves interactive processing that combines top
down and bottom up processing. Besides giving scaffolding about the
difficult words, the teachers should be able to facilitate the students'
comprehension by telling the socio-cultural background of the stories and
purposes of having the texts if it is necessary, in order to make students
easily relate to their prior knowledge.
The result of percentage in the group of grammatical cohesion are: reference
is 48.63%, substitution 7.07%, ellipsis 10.70%, conjunction 19.28%, and lexical
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5.3 Suggestions
There are several suggestions for related parties. The suggestions are
described as follows.
1. To teachers
This research is supposed to give ideas and knowledge for teachers to select
texts as language inputs particularly reading texts by using theory of cohesion
proposed by Halliday and Hassan (1976) and Bloor and Bloor (1995).
Furthermore, the researcher suggests teachers to be able to leam and make use
knowledge about cohesion.
2. To textbooks' developer
This research is expected to be contributive enough the process of deciding
which texts should be included in the textbooks. The developers are exp€cted to
be able to use the theory of cohesion selecting the materials particularly texts in
order to make sure that texts are properly graded to the students' comp€tence.
3. To students of senior high school 
-.
This research is supposed to give insights about how semantic relation is
established in the texts. By reading the results of this research, the students will
know how the semantic links are established in rcading texts. The researcher
exp€cts that the students can make use of this knowledge as the strategies in
comprehending texts.
4. To other researchers
Other researchers can explore more than this research has accomplished'
First, other researchers may search aboul the cohesion and coherence in the same
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reading texts. second, they can look for cohesive devices in the different types of
texts. Also, the other researchers may use different textbooks as the source of
data.
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Text 1 (Page 17-20)
Six Things to Do il You Vlsit Seattle
There are 6 must-have experiences that you should do il you visit
Seattle where city and nature come togethor. lf you visit Seatlle,
arrive with this list in hand and you'll be ofl to a foolprool start lor
exploring the Emerald City's most unforgettable sights and sounds
lf you visit Seattle, do the following
things:
1. Feel the fresh air on your
face as you sail to Bainbrige
lsland on a Washington State
Ferry. From the ferry you can
enjoy the view of the Seattle
skvline. lf vou want to eniov
.xr+ll:
Bainbrige lsland, stroll around downtown's galleries, boutiques,
coffee houses and cales. Seasonal gardens and natural
woodlands at the Boedel Fleserve are as the olher options.
2. Why don't you tour the Pike
Place Market's produco
stands 10 buy something
you've nBver lasted. The
Pike Place Market is much
more than a farmers' market.
Its entire district is full ol
shopping, attractions and
lavorite sights. The area is
Iestival ot sounds, tastes and
smells and it is part of the
reason. lt's called the 'soul
ol Seattle'. Unless You have
allergic to noises, make sure












3. Book a night at one of the
many cozy B & Bs or resorts
available throughout the
Sun Juan lslands. CozY
bed and breakfasts are the
perfect way to enjoy the
lriendly island culture. lf
you have enough time, tour
the numerous art galleries
in Friday Harbor. You can
also enjoy naturalist-guided
tours, wildlife sPotting, whale
watching and storm watching.
\
5. Watch the world's most
sophisticated aircrafl be
built belore your eyes at the
Boeing lactory in Mukilteo.
lf you are curious to know
about it, you should explore
the dynamics ol flight and
experience new aviation
innovation. Go behind the
scenes at Boeing to walch
the very same jets you may
E
t





tarmed due to conf lict there. The factory train8 2'000
Congolese farmers to grow high quality cocoa.
r,.l
B
4. See exciting and
experimenlal works at
Chihuly Garden and Glass.
A visit to lhis site is an
opportunity to take lull
advantago ol the location
at the Seattle Center, a
prsmier destination for arts,
entertainment and lsisure
activitiss. ll you visit this
city, you should explore the
Space Needle and Pacilic
Science Center. Experience
Music Project and a variety
of cultural activitias offered
lhroughout the year.
6. Tour the Theo Chocolate
Factory in Freemont and
learn how their delicious
confections are made.
This factory has a mission
to create change in the
Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) where it has 300,000
square miles ol larmable






Text 2 (Page 34)
A caption, also known as a cutline, iE a text that appears .
below an image. Most captions draw attentlon to something in i
the image that is not obvious, such as il8 relevance to the toxt. i
Captions can consist ol a few words of dgscription, or several I
sentences. Along with the title, lead, and toclion headings, i
caplions are the most commonly read words in an article, so i
they should be succinct and informative. i
Captions also include a short title or hcading o, an i
article in a magazine or newspaper. Wordt ghown on a cinema ;
or television screen to establish the scene ol a Etory are also 1
called captions. Captions can also be inserted beloMabove :
charts, figures, graphics and tables. .
There are several criteria for a good caption. A good I
captionclearlyidentifiesthesubjectofthepicturewithout
detailing the obvious. lt is succinct. lt establiEhes lhe picture's
relevance lo the article, provides context for the picture. and
draws the reader into the article.
(Adapted lram: e n. m.wikipedia. otg )
Text 3 (Page 64)
Since 1981, the Humber Bridge in England has been the
world's longesl-span (1,410 meters) bridge. Llks mosl other long-
span bridges, it is a suspension bridge. ln a sugp€nsion bridge.
the bridge deck hangs, or is suspended, trom thick steel cables'
They are made of tens ot thousands of kilometers of thin steel wires
bound together.
The cables go up and over tall towers on ellhar side of the gap to
be spanned. They are anchored firmly at aaoh end ln th€ largest
suspension bridges, the towdrs have to bo bullt tiluhty out of parallel
to allow lor the curve of the Earth!













Text 4 (Page 65)
Text 5 (Page 68)
Tho construction of the Jakarta metropolitan area's new
21-kilometer-long Antasari-Dcpok-Bogor toll road fticked olf on
Thursday as the gov€rnment boosted efforts to support the capital
city's expansion.
The toll road connection will give ths public an altsrnative
access to ease congeslion on Jl. Sawangan and Jl. Margonda in
Depok, which is the only maior route to Jakarta hqn Depok. "The
Antasari-Depok toll road is an important projecl as it is part ol the ring
and radial road system in Jakarta," Public Works Mitristry Director
General oJ Highways Djoko Murjanto said during the launch.
(Source: Iie Jrtarta Fast, May 9,20'14)
Tenants advised to obey regulations on aplriment
Jakarta: A building archilect has advised lamilie3 planning to live
in an apartment to study all the relevant regulations prior to movlng
in to help prevenl unexpected security-related occurrences.
"Tenants must obey certain regulations when living in an
apartmenl, which is far different lrom living in a landed-house.'
Fendhi lbuhindar said.
"Tenants ol an apartment should abide by reguhtions set by the
owner of the high-rise building," he added.
"This is important, especially lor a family that ha3 a young child,"
he was quoted as saying by okezone.com.
According to him, lhe trend of living in an apattment in Jakarta
started only 1O years ago- Living in an apartmcnt has increasingly
become popular.
"Mosl of Jakarla's residents ate more accustomed to living in
a landed house and when they live in an apartment, many are not
ready lor apartment-living habits and regulations. They have to
abandon their mindset ol living in a landed-house," he said.
He said lhat an owner of apartment should also consider aspects
of designing and building materials lhat are sate for children. "The
quality of building materials should be prioritized," he said.
''Children's satety should be the main conceln with regards to the
building materials thal are used." he said.
(Adapled trom: The Jakarla Post May I 2014)
Text 6 (Page 84-85)
Parents upset, disappointed lYith online lchool registratlon - - -
rii,jriui, Post.,takina I ueadtinas I sat, Jutv o5' 2014' 9:25 AM
Hundreds ol parents thronged the Jakarta Educellon Agenq/s
office in Kuninoan, South Jakarta, to rsport probloms with the q8!i!g
school reoistration systBm on Friday.
During theirvisit to the agency'6 otfice, the parents expressed their
dissatislaction wilh the onlina system, which accordlno to them was
disorganized and made it dilficult lor thsm to regilt'l their children lor
enrollmsnt in public schools.
Biki Setyanto, one ol the parenls, said that hc had rsgistered his
daughter for enrollment at state vocational high lohool SMKN 47
Jakarta, but she then got rejectod due to the minimum hoight 
policy
applied by the stata-run school.
Howeve( he added, his daughter was also tumed down alter she
registered at a dillelent school because her name was still listed lor
SMKN 47 Jakarta.
"First, my daughter was reiectad because of h'l height' and now
due to technical issues, she can't register at any 'chool 
l iust want to
get her into a good school," he said, adding that h' hoped the agency
could solve lhe problems as soon as possible'
Nuraisyah Paransa, another parent, also said that she was unable
to reoisler her son al any state-run high school due to similar technical
problems.
She said that her son was initially accepted at Ea8t Jakarta 
public
school through public admission phase' Howevor' he did nol re-
register with that school as he wanted to shoot lor a better state-run
school through the local admission phase'
"But the second school rejected him because he had been
accepted through the public admission phase' Since m\' $n did nol
re-register at rhe lirst school' now he isn't regislered an$dhare:she
said.
The online registration system has been applied ln the capital
since 2004. No such probloms occurred with ths provious Iegistralion
system.
This year's student admission system has thrae phases: public
admission, whers 6tudonts vie lor seats wilh other students throughout
the country; local admission, where students compete with others
in the same province; and third admission, whtr! ttudEnts who did
not get accepted during first and 8econd admilrlon rcsubmit lheir
applications.
Lasro Marbun, head of the Jakarta Education Agenoy, saad that
anyone who did not re-register in th€ public admllrlon phase and was
unable to register during local admission or third admission, could
register their children at private schools.
"They can then transler them to a public school in the second
semester," he said on Thursday as quoted by kompas'com.
However, Rida Afrida, who wanted to register her son al state
junior high school SMP 194. did not agree with that idea. According to
her, a lot of people have chosen public schools over private schools
lor financial reasons.
"l cannot pay for a private school, if he thinks that is a good
alternative for us, he should just give us the money to pay for those
schools," she said.
Meanwhile, acting Jakarta governor Basuki Tiaha.ia Purnama said
that the oarents should be oatienl and not panic.
''We had no problems last year. The process might be a little
complicated, but there's no reason to panic," the acting governor told
reporters at Cily Hall. (db/d*a)
Text 7 (Page 99-100)
lndonesia Opens Begional Recycling Confcrence
Pctrus Bi6kl
February 25, 2014 1.44 PM
SURABAYA, INDONESIA-lndonesia has opened a regional
recycling conference aimed at increasing awlrcness of waste
management for economic and environmenlal benefits.
The Filth R€gional 3R Forum in Asia and the
Pacific, which opened in Surabaya Tuesday, la being attended
by 3OO participants lrom nearly 40 Asia and Paclllc countries'
The city was chosen to host the event because of its
success in managing municipal waste through the 3Bs'
Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle.
Mayor Tri Bismaharini said waste transportatlon is expensive
and lhat the best way to address the problem is at its sources,
with every household involved in recycling activilies "We
can see that every year there is a reduction in the volume
of trash that ends up in the landfills. When I waB the head
ol Sanitation and Parks, it was 2,300 cubic mctcrc p€r day'
Currently it's 1,200 cubic meters," she explained. 'So you can
see the reduction, which goes to composting oenter, also in
the community, and waste management centers'"
The mayor said the city also runs a program lor children
called eco school.
-The school does not only teach about the environment but
also introduces environmental-friendly practlc!3, Suct as the
eco school program where they bring their own plates and
cups to reduce plastic waste. They even don't use drinking
straws,' added Tri Rismaharini.
Alb;dees at tho gR Forum took at toy mo,orclol}t ',.s(E
from rccycled p€rls' Sudbaya' lnctonesia fP'Ful 'li'ti 
VO4)
The conference will continuo until Thursday.




Text I (Page 111)
How to Make Chocolate Dlpped Etrewberries
- 2 chopped squares semisw€et
or bittersweet chocolate
- 72 tablespoon whipping cream
- Dash almond extract
- I strawberries
Second, combine the chocolate and the whlpping cream in a
glass measuring cup or bowl. Microwave at medium power for
1 minute until the chocolale melts, stirring after 30 seconds.







To make chocolate dipped
strawberries, frrrsr, prepare all
the following ingredients:
Finally, dip each strawberry into the melt€d ohocolate,
allowing the excess to drip off. Place on a Waxed paper-
lined baking sheet. Refrigerate or freeze for approximately 15
minutes until the chocolate is set,
Text 9 (Page 120-121)
Last Salurday, rhe '12 grade students went lor a tilp tA the
botanical garden. Some teachers were also wlth us. We gathefed
together in front ol the school yatd very oatly ln the morning. lt
took us about two hours by bus to get thrn lrom our school.
At the botanical garden, we did several things. First, we bought
the entrance ticket. Second. we listened to out teacters' instruction
Text 10 (Page 121)
Head lice can be treated by wet combing. For it to be effective,
wet combing needs to be regular and thorough, These are the steps
of wet combing. First, wash the hair using ofdlnary shampoo and
apply plenty of conditioner, before using a wide.toothed comb to
straighten and untangle the hair. Second, switch to the louse
detection comb. Third, draw the comb down to the ends of the hair
with every stroke, and check the comb for lice, Next, remove lice
by wiping or rinsing the comb. Then, work rncthodicatiy through the
hail section by section, so that the whole hgad iB combed through.
Finally, rinse out conditioner and repeat the combing procedure.
Repeat the procedure on days 5, 9, and iS, so that you clear young
lice as they hatch, before they have time to reaoh malurity.
(Adapiad lrorn: www.nhs.uk)
about group activities. Next, we divided ourgelvce into groups based
on our personal interests. Then, each group lollowed the assigned
teacher. We spent the rest of the day with our groups doing a lot of
activities. lt was really a ,un day for us.
Text ll (Page 122-125)
How to Breed Leopard Gaclc
Leopard geckos could be easy to breed for BomG, hrt dilficult
for others. ln this article, you will see the sirnplett uray to breed
leopard geckos.
1. Cage for Geckos (20 gallon tor two, 10 galron morc for
each additional temale)
2. Laying box (A plastic container filled with damp moss lor
the lemale to lay in.)
3. lncubation Medium (usually Perlite)
4. Lots of crickets dusled with calcium for egg growlh
5. Very small crickets lor the babies
1. Gel a male and lemale leopard gecko.
The males have hemipenal bulges below the vent whcteas iemales
do not. Males and lemales both have a V-shaped fow ot scales above
the vent but only the male's scales here are hollow and prodi.,ce wax.
This wax is ,or scent marking their territory.
2, Prcpare a large cage lor the male and {emalB to live in
togelher.
Geckos can be kept together without the need to teparate them
unless you see major aggression. lt is sometimes normal when first
introducing a male and female for lhere to be a Iittle squabbling, but
this usually stops within the firsl week. Breeding shouid occur within
a week.
For a pair you will need at least a 20 gallon long tank. You may also
choose to house one male with 4-5 females: add 10 gsllqns ot space
for each additional 9ecko.
lf you see maior drama/fighling, separate the pair. You'll want to
confirm they are not both males. lf one male and one female, you
can reintroduce them again later.
Things you'll need
@
3. Get the incubator ready tor the eggs and provide a lay box.
You can use a plastic sandwich container with a lid lor this purpose.
Cut an entry hole on one side and fill it with damp moss (This can be
used as the moist hide too).
4. Ready the laylng box lo pul in the cage.
Females dig to lay their
eggs, so you will provide
a place tor th6m to dig. ln
about 4 to 5 weeks, the
female wil, lay her eggs.
Normally, you will see her
digging in the laying box
and laying the eggs in
pairs. lt will be easy to tell she has laid the eggs, pettlculady since
she will be much thinner.
5. Place the eggs in the incubation medium.
Remove them from the laying box and be caralul not to rotate or jiggle
the eggs. After 24 hours ot being laid, the embryo inside attaches
itself to the side wall ol the egg. Flotating or iigglhg this egg could
cause the embryo to come loose and drown ineida, kllling tt" lf you
want girls, set the incubation temperature 80 to 85 d8qtaes: il you
want males, set the temperature 90 to 95 degrees, and il you want
a mix, set the temperature in the middle!
6, Observe the developing embryos.
After a lew weeks you will be able to "candle' the eggs using
a small flashlight. You don't have to touch the eggs. just take them into
a dark room and shine the light as close to the Ehell as you can. You
should see pink inside with red blood vessels, The lurther along the
eggs are, the more you will also see the baby lE6ide as a dark mass.
After around 60 days, give or take depending on the lncubation
temperature, the eggs should hatch.
7. Have tiny crickets readily available,
Babies will start eating insects within a day or two ol being
hatched.





Text l2 (Page 125-128)
it will help them get out of bath time. And white watchino a favorite
Start young
lf you have a puppy, slart bathing her as soon as possible. She,ll be
iess opposed to the expsrience when she's younggr becauso she
won't have any negative associations toward jt. By getting her used
lo it early on, you will encounler less trouble later.
Use the right ahampoo
One way to make a bath even more unpl66renl for your dog is to
pick a shampoo that causes them to scrateh or dries lheir skin out.
ldeally you wani a mild soap thai cieans dRd removes unwanled
odors wilhout stripping av/ay imporlant oils. Whel rs the tlest way to
ensure you are gelting the right shampoo for your dog? Talk to your
vet.
Work ,rom the neck down
You not only want to keep your dog's ears saic, [r!t alsc her eyes
and mouth. How do you do this? By washlEE from the neck down.
You can accomplish this by using a bucket or cup to wet your dog
or using a sprayer. You can even find sprayqre specifically designed
lor bathing a dog. So what do you do to wash your pup's face? Use
a damp washcloth.
Dry right
Many people swear by dog blow dryers. brit lhe noise and feel is
definitely something that you have to get hiri ugs6 1r_ Be careful to
avoid burning his skin.
The other way to go is to simply towei her off, !1 vcu are going to do
lhis use one ol the more absorbent dog tcwelB lhst can be found
at most pet stores. And, of course. be prepar,ed tor the inevitable
"shake" as your dog dries herself otf.
By making pleasant associations with bath time and remaining
calm and assertive while you are washing your dog, you can make
it another opportunity for bonding and to share alfeclion, Just be
patient.
Xirrte.j i..6 r,. t, 
^._ce 
sa,s.//zy.con
How to Operate Photoshop: Tutorial for Beginners
When you open Photoshop for the first lime, it's easy to
click around in confusion for a minute and then reach for your
freelancer's phone number instead. With a little help, you can
easjly teach yoursell how to use it to create beautiful, compelling
graphics. All il lakes is an introduction to core elements. To get
you started, you need to understand how the five most important
Photoshop tools work. The five tools are the Layer Tool. the Color
& Swatches Tool, the Cuslom Fonts and lhe Texl Tool. Custom
Brushes & the Brush Tool and
the Crop Tool.
First, recogni2e how
a layertoolworks. A layercan be
used for an image, text, brush
strokes. background colors.
patterns, and filters. LaYers
are by far the most important
glement ol Photoshop. Always
name your layers. Keeping
them organized will help keeP
y6u sane, especially if you find
yourself workino on a project
with a large number ol layers.
With layers, you can
select, add, delete, and
duplicate them. You can also
do 6ll sorts of cooi
things, srch as. making
animated pictures.
Then, make sure
you know how the
Color & Swatches Tool
operates The tool lets
you us6 modif Y, coPY,
and aavi.' 6trslom coiors
for vo(rr content. lt has
powerlul tealures that will keep your visual contfnl v'lrrani and unily
your color schemes. To create your own custoni col$' open lhe Color
Prcker by double-clicking on the top box either in the Color module'
,i rn thal trlenu or the left Then you'lr sce a !e!'rr-al 3oeclrlim oi







color wilh a slider on
il, which you can





the Text Tool. The
Text lool lets you
add custom fonts to
your database, and il gives you access to advan06d tonl setlings
that give your text some serious style. Once you 0lick th-. Text tool
icon all of the settings and font options will pop up al the top of
your screen. These settings let you change the font, lonl size, and
spacing between characlers, height. width, color, and style. Be sure
to select lhe layer of your dssired text to edit it. To add text to your
graphic, cljck the'T" icon on lhe left side bar, drag the text box
over any particular area you want texl to appeaf, and you're set to
go,
['ourth, to achieve
a RUrRbe. cf difrerent
visual effects, change
lhe size. shape, and
transparency of your
brush ilrokes using
Custonl BrLrshes & the
Brush Tool Once you
click the Brush tool
icon, all of the settings and brush options will pop up at the top of
your screen. These settings let you change the brush size. opacily.
llou. and so on. You'll find a variely ol pre-installed brush tips. as
well as any cuslom brush tips ygu install to Photoshop.
The next tool to use in Photoshop is Crop Tool. The Crop
tool lels you crop an image. lt works like any (,rc)p tool you've ever
encounlered: Stmply choose your
area and crop it out. To use the crop
lool, select the icon indicaled ln ti{s
screenshot from the side menu bar,
and drag lhe box over the area you
rvould like to crop. To adjust the crop
box. simply clrck ano crag lhe small
anchor boxes oll lhe sid rs and corners
ci the c.,r[, i]or
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